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THE LAST 40 MILES
Logline
In the aftermath of a catastrophic event, an inexperienced hunter,
separated from his wife and child by 900 miles of Alaskan coastline, risks life
and limb to rejoin his family.

Short Synopsis
In the aftermath of a catastrophic event, Scott Brand finds himself
separated from his family by 900 miles of Alaskan coastline. He embarks on a
dangerous journey down the coast in hopes of finding them, but is thrown offcourse by an encounter with Kyle Barton, a stranger who attempts to raid his
camp. Injured and unable to trek the last forty miles alone, Scott accepts Kyle’s
offer to aid him in his journey... But Kyle’s motives will be questioned, and the
choices of both men’s pasts will soon find their way to the surface.

Medium Synopsis
In the aftermath of an unknown, catastrophic event, Scott Brand finds
himself separated from his family by 900 miles of Alaskan coastline. With few
resources and no means of communicating with his wife or child, he has no
choice but to kayak down the coast toward home.
After months of braving the harsh and unforgiving terrain, Scott finds
himself on the last leg of his journey home... only to have his plans thwarted by
Kyle Barton, a stranger who attempts to raid his camp.
Injured after their encounter and unable to make his way alone, Scott
reluctantly accepts an offer from Kyle’s to help aid him through the final forty
miles home. But events soon force Scott to question Kyle’s motives, and the
choices of both men’s pasts will find their way to the surface.

THE LAST 40 MILES
Long Synopsis
Scott Brand emerges from a summer-long hunting expedition to find that
the world has gone to hell. In the aftermath of an unknown, catastrophic event,
communications are down and he cannot contact his wife and child. Scott’s
only option is to kayak down the unfamiliar and unforgiving Southeast-Alaskan
coast to the last place he knew of their whereabouts – a family cabin, some 900
miles south.
After dodging the many dangers of his trek south, Scott finds himself on
the final leg of his journey. However, Scott’s plan is thrown off-course by an
encounter with Kyle Barton - a stranger who attempts to raid his camp. Their
encounter quickly turns to a brawl, and leaves Scott injured and unable to
continue kayaking down the coast. After much debate, Scott reluctantly agrees
to let Kyle assist him on the last forty miles of his journey.
Through their trek down the coast, Scott is hesitant to open up to Kyle.
But the two eventually bond over recent hardships. Scott struggles internally
between his promise to find his family at all costs, and with risking life and limb
to help his fellow man (and in turn keep his humanity). And after recent events
force Scott to question whether Kyle is really who he claims to be, tension
rises... and the choices of both men’s pasts will find their way to the surface.
THE LAST FORTY MILES explores what it means to be human, the cost of
redemption, and the consequences of trusting those who are not what they
seem.

THE LAST 40 MILES
TOP BILLED CAST
BRADY ROBERTS as KYLE BARTON
Brady Roberts is an actor, celebrity personal
trainer, and professional wrestler known for his
roles in TV shows like the DC Comics series
Arrow (on The CW) and Lucifer (FOX), and in
recent feature films such as Air Bud: Russell
Madness and the upcoming feature
In Plainview. You can also check out Brady's
viral online series Nightwing: Progidal and
Nightwing: Darkest Knight, which he produced
and starred in.

KAMY BRUDER as SCOTT BRAND
Kamy Bruder is a former professional motocross
rider turned martial artist turned actor. Kamy
spent a year in an acting conservatory with
famed teacher Tom Todoroff in Los Angeles,
CA. He is known for his roles in the upcoming
web series The Chosen Ones, starring opposite
Mykel Shanon Jenkins, and for his stunt work on
short, action-packed films Contract and
Jacked. Kamy was nominated for Best Actor at
the 2017 La Jolla International Film Festival for
his role in the upcoming film Echoes.

THE LAST 40 MILES
PRODUCTION SPECS
The Last 40 Miles is set to be shot on the new Canon 1DX Mark II using the DJI
Ronin-M stabilizer and EasyRig Minimax. This configuration will give us the
range we need to shoot smooth, immersive walk-and-talk scenes (without the
need for a nearby dedicated focus-puller) as well as action shots and beautiful,
cinematic landscape scenes. Audio will consist of multiple Rode mic setups,
including the Rode NTG-3 and RodeLink Filmmaker Kits.

The Last 40 Miles will be edited using Adobe Creative Cloud (Adobe Premiere,
After Effects), and will utilize the industry leading film color and grain software
FilmConvert to showcase the beauty and color of the Alaskan landscape.
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